BOOST FARM INNOVATION FAST
THROUGH COOPERATION

The European innovations partnerships in agriculture (EIP-AGRI)
build bridges between science and practice by connecting farmers,
researchers, advisors businesses, and environmental groups

Launched in 2013, these partnerships are meant to foster productive and
sustainable agriculture and forestry through practical projects carried out by
the operational groups and through networking activities.

TURNING IDEAS INTO INNOVATION: OPERATIONAL GROUPS (OGS)
In the operational groups, people work together on a single innovation project
funded by rural development programmes (RDPs) that aims to find practical
solutions to problems or opportunities which European farmers and foresters
are currently facing.
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NUMBER OF OGS BY COUNTRY
0 - 10
11 - 50
51 - 100
over 100

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS: THE FOCUS GROUPS
A focus group brings together 20 experts to collect and summarise
knowledge on best practices in a specific field, listing problems as well as
opportunities.
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TOPICS OF THE ON-GOING FOCUS GROUPS
Diseases and pests
in viticulture

Forest practices
to mitigate climate change

Pests and diseases
of the olive tree
Non-chemical weed
management

Carbon storage
in arable farming

10

Reduce food loss
on the farm

Circular
horticulture
Production and use of
renewable energy in farming

Protect fruit from
frost damage

New feed for pigs
and poultry

BUDGET
Two policies provide funding for innovation in agriculture.
a) Rural Development
Programmes are applied within
a specific program region

b) Research Policy Horizon 2020
that co-funding innovative actions
at cross-border or EU level
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measure
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is the budget for food
security, agriculture, marine
research and bioeconomy
for 2014-2020
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